
MANURE SAFETY

AWARENESS

Most accidents happen due to being
unaware of what is around you. Be conscious
of the gasses and equipment around you
when working around a manure pit. 

Be aware of who and what is around you.

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE 
EQUIPMENT (PPE)

Wearing PPE is highly recommended by OSHA
in order to safely maneuver manure. Types of

PPE used on a dairy are: non-slip rubber
boots, Waders, life preserver, safety vest, and

respirators. The most important type of PPE
when working with or around manure,

according to OSHA, is the respirator..

Make sure to wear the proper equipment
when working around a pit. 

WARNING SIGNS

OSHA requires warning signs to be posted in
English but a recommended safety practice is
to post in additional language based on your
workforce. Warning signs should be placed
near gates and posted on all sides of the non-
enclosed manure storage. Post warning signs
including manure drowning hazard signs and
“Danger Manure Storage” or “Danger Keep
Away” on all sides of non-enclosed manure
storage. If possible, these signs should be
located by gates.

All need to be aware of what the signs
mean and what to do when they come
across one.

GASSES

CO2 leads to shortness of breath, replaces the
oxygen in your blood. Ammonia causes

respiratory issues and prolonged exposure
causes convulsions. Methane causes

headaches and asphyxiation, is highly
flammable; dangerous to livestock as well.

Hydrogen sulfide: most often associated with
deaths related to manure; leads to fluid build

up in the lungs and possible death. Low
exposure will cause less severe symptoms but

constant exposure can lead to death

Gasses come from the microbial and
respirational activity within the manure.

These gasses are the end result of manure
decomposing so they will appear in all

lagoons. The gasses are released when the
pit is agitated.

EQUIPTMENT

According to the National Ag Safety
Database, a key hazard with manure and
equipment is driving too close to manure
storage and the equipment tipping over
into the manure. The main tip-over
machines are skidsteers and tractors.

STATISTICS

"Drowning usually doesn't come because they
can't swim, Instead, they hit that level where

gases are so noxious, it renders them
unconscious."said Jessica Culpepper, an

attorney at Public Justice

Ag industry has a fatal injury rate of
24.7/100,000 people

How to stay safe around manure pits

Sources: 
https://www.osha.gov/sites/default/files/2018-12/fy11_sh-22318-11_Mod_7_PPEInstructorNotes.pdf,

https://nasdonline.org/1111/d000905/barn-and-manure-storage-safety.html
https://www.bls.gov/iif/oshcfoi1.htm#rates

https://www.biogasworld.com/news/safety-precautions-anaerobic-digestion-systems/
https://fyi.extension.wisc.edu/agsafety/files/2012/09/Non-enclosed-manure-storage-safety-tips-wi-9.4.12.pdf

https://www.canr.msu.edu/news/the-dangers-of-manure-gas-and-strategies-for-mitigation

% oxygen in atmosphere Health effects

21: (normal oxygen content in air) None

19.5: (minimum oxygen level for safe entry) None

16: impaired judgment and breathing

14: Faulty judgment, rapid fatigue

6: DIFFICULT BREATHING, DEATH IN MINUTES
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